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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the existence of pulsating traveling fronts for the equation:
∂tu− ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇u)+ q(t, x) · ∇u = f (t, x,u), (1)
where the diffusion matrix A, the advection term q and the reaction term f are periodic in t and x. We prove that there exist some
speeds c∗ and c∗∗ such that there exists a pulsating traveling front of speed c for all c  c∗∗ and that there exists no such front of
speed c < c∗. We also give some spreading properties for front-like initial data. In the case of a KPP-type reaction term, we prove
that c∗ = c∗∗ and we characterize this speed with the help of a family of eigenvalues associated with the equation. If f is concave
with respect to u, we prove some Lipschitz continuity for the profile of the pulsating traveling front.
© 2009 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
Résumé
Cet article étudie l’existence de fronts pulsatoires pour l’équation :
∂tu− ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇u)+ q(t, x) · ∇u = f (t, x,u), (2)
où la matrice de diffusion A, le terme d’advection q et le terme de réaction f sont périodiques en t et en x. Nous démontrons
l’existence de deux vitesses c∗ et c∗∗ telles qu’il existe un front pulsatoire de vitesse c pour tout c c∗∗ et qu’il n’existe pas de tel
front de vitesse c < c∗. Nous donnons également des propriétés de spreading pour des données initiales ressemblant à des fronts.
Dans le cas d’un terme de réaction de type KPP, nous démontrons que c∗ = c∗∗ et nous caractérisons cette vitesse à l’aide d’une
famille de valeurs propres associée à l’équation. Si f est concave en u, nous montrons que le profil du front pulsatoire construit est
lipschitzien.
© 2009 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1.1. Introduction
This paper investigates the equation:
∂tu− ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇u)+ q(t, x) · ∇u = f (t, x,u), (3)
where the coefficients are periodic in t and in x. This is a generalization of the homogeneous reaction–diffusion
equation: ∂tu−u = u(1 − u), which has been first investigated in the pioneering articles of Kolmogorov, Petrovsky
and Piskunov [25] and Fisher [13].
The behavior of the solutions of the homogeneous equation is interesting. First, there exist planar fronts, that is,
solutions of the form u(t, x) = U(x · e+ ct), where e is a unit vector and c is the speed of propagation in the direction
−e. Next, beginning with a positive initial datum u0 ≡ 0 with compact support, we get u(t, x) → 1 when t → +∞,
locally in x, moreover, the set where u is close to 1 spreads with a speed which is equal to the minimal speed of the
planar fronts (see [2]) in dimension 1.
Eq. (3) arises in population genetics, combustion and population dynamics models. The existence of fronts and the
spreading properties have useful interpretations. In population dynamics models, it is very relevant to consider hetero-
geneous environments and to study the effect of the heterogeneity on the propagation properties. The homogeneous
equation has been fully investigated, but the study of propagation phenomenas for heterogeneous equations is quite
recent. It has started with the articles of Freidlin and Gartner [15] and Freidlin [14], who have investigated propagation
phenomenas in space periodic environments. They used a stochastic method and avoided the proof of the existence of
fronts.
Next, in [42,43], Shigesada, Kawasaki and Teramoto defined the notion of pulsating traveling fronts, which is a
generalization of the notion of planar fronts to space periodic environments. Namely, a solution of Eq. (3), where A,q
and f do not depend on t and are Li -periodic with respect to xi , is a pulsating traveling front if u satisfies:{∀x ∈ R, t ∈ R, u(t + L·e
c
, x) = u(t, x +L),
u(t, x) → 0 as x · e → −∞ and u(t, x) → 1 as x · e → +∞, (4)
where L = (L1, . . . ,LN), c is the speed of propagation and 0 and 1 are the unique zeros of the reaction term f (x, ·)
for all x. They did not prove any analytical result but carried out numerical approximations and heuristic compu-
tations. One can easily remark that it is equivalent to say that u is a pulsating traveling front if it can be written
u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, x), where{
(z, x) 
→ φ(z, x) is periodic in x,
φ(z, x) → 0 as z → −∞ and φ(z, x) → 1 as z → +∞. (5)
Berestycki and Nirenberg [11] and Berestycki, Larrouturou and Lions [10] have proved the existence of traveling
fronts for heterogeneous advection which does not depend on the variable of the direction of propagation. This result
has been generalized, using the notion of pulsating traveling fronts, to the case of a space periodic advection in [45]
and, next, to the case of a fully space periodic environment with positive nonlinearity in [4,8]. It is now being extended
to almost periodic environments (see [34]).
The existence of fronts has also been proved in the case of a time periodic environment with positive nonlinearity by
Fréjacques in [16]. In this case, the definition of a pulsating traveling front can be easily extended, namely, a solution
u is a pulsating traveling front in t if it satisfies:{∀t, x ∈ RN, t ∈ R, u(t + T ,x) = u(t, x + cT e),
u(t, x) → 0 as x · e → −∞ and u(t, x) → 1 as x · e → −∞, (6)
where T is the period of the coefficients. The existence of time-periodic pulsating traveling front has also been proved
in the case of a bistable nonlinearity in [1]. In the case of an almost-periodic environment with bistable nonlinearity,
Shen has defined a pulsating traveling front in [40,41], the speed of propagation is then almost periodic and not
constant.
Let us mention the most recent breakthroughs on this topic to conclude this introduction. Two definitions for a
notion of fronts in general media have been given by Berestycki and Hamel [3,5] and by Matano [27]. Using Matano’s
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Berestycki and Hamel’s definition, it has been proved in a parallel way by Nolen and Ryzhik [36] and Mellet and
Roquejoffre [28] that such fronts exist in space general media with ignition type nonlinearity.
1.2. Notion of fronts in space–time periodic media
The investigation of space–time periodic reaction–diffusion equation is very recent. In 2002, Weinberger has proved
the existence of pulsating traveling fronts in this case in a discrete context [44]. In 2006, Nolen, Rudd and Xin
investigated the case of an incompressible periodic drift in [35,37], with a positive homogeneous nonlinearity f (u).
In order to define a notion of front in space–time periodic media, one can first try to extend definition (4) and say







= u(t, x + pL),
for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN and for some p ∈ Z since pL is a space period of the medium. But it has been proved in [35]
that this necessarily implies the existence of some q ∈ Z \ {0} such that c = pL
qT
, which is not satisfactory since we
expect to find a half-line of speeds associated with fronts and not only a sequence, like in space periodic or time
periodic media.
One can then try to extend definition (5) and say that a front is a solution of (3) which can be written
u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, t, x), where (z, t, x) 
→ φ(z, t, x) is periodic in t and x and converges to 1 as z → +∞ and to
0 as z → −∞. Such a function φ has to satisfy:
∂tφ − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇φ)− eA(t, x)e∂zzφ − 2eA(t, x)∂z∇φ
+ q(t, x) · ∇φ + q(t, x) · e∂zφ + c∂zφ = f (t, x,φ), (7)
over the hyperplane z = x · e + ct . Thus, in order to prove the existence of such fronts, one can try to find a solution
of this equation over the whole space R × R × RN and to set u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, t, x). But then some difficulties
arise.
Actually, Eq. (7) is degenerate and thus it is not easy to construct a regular solution of (7). If one defines v(y, t, x) =
φ(x · e + ct + y, t, x), then φ has the same regularity as v and this function satisfies:
∂tv − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇v)+ q(t, x) · ∇v = f (t, x, v) in D′(R × R × RN ).
As this equation does not depend on y, one cannot expect to get some regularity in y from it. For example the
Hörmander–Kohn conditions (see [22,24]) do not hold here. Thus φ may only be measurable and not continuous. In
this case, setting u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, t, x) is not relevant since the hyperplane z = x · e + ct is of measure zero and
thus many functions u may be written in this form.
We underline that this kind of issue does not arise in space periodic or time periodic media since in these cases, we
do not add an extra-variable z. Thus we can go from φ to u, which satisfies the regularizing Eq. (3), and then go back
to φ which then has the same regularity as u.
Because of this issue, Nolen, Rudd and Xin gave a weakened definition of pulsating traveling fronts. This definition
was stated in [35] in the case of a space–time periodic incompressible advection, with homogeneous A and f , but it
can be naturally extended to Eq. (3):
Definition 1.1. (See [35].) Assume that Eq. (3) admits two space–time periodic solutions p− and p+ such that
p−(t, x) < p+(t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN . Then a front traveling at speed c is a function φ(z, t, x) ∈ L∞loc(R ×
R × RN) whose directional derivatives ∂tφ + c∂zφ, ∇φ + e∂zφ and (∇ + e∂z)2φ are continuous and satisfy the
equation:
∂tφ − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇φ)− eA(t, x)e∂zzφ − ∇ · (A(t, x)e∂zφ)
− ∂z
(
eA(t, x)∇φ)+ q(t, x) · ∇φ + q(t, x) · e∂zφ + c∂zφ = f (t, x,φ) in D′(R × R × RN ), (8)
such that φ is periodic in t and x, and{
φ(z, t, x)− p−(t, x) → 0 as z → −∞ uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN,
+ N (9)φ(z, t, x)− p (t, x) → 0 as z → +∞ uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × R .
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the profile φ is only measurable and thus u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, t, x) does not really make sense. This is why we now
give the following equivalent definition:
Definition 1.2. We say that a function u is a pulsating traveling front of speed c in the direction −e that connects
p− to p+ if it can be written u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, t, x), where φ ∈ L∞(R × R × RN) is such that for almost every
y ∈ R, the function (t, x) 
→ φ(y + x · e+ ct, t, x) satisfies Eq. (3). We ask the function φ to be periodic in its second
and third variables and to satisfy:{
φ(z, t, x)− p−(t, x) → 0 as z → −∞ uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN,
φ(z, t, x)− p+(t, x) → 0 as z → +∞ uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN. (10)
Remark. The equivalence between the two definitions is not obvious and will be proved later.
Of course these definitions are not very convenient and we would like to construct pulsating traveling fronts that
are at least continuous. We will prove in this article that this is possible under some KPP-type assumption.
Definition 1.3. We say that a solution u of (3) is a Lipschitz continuous pulsating traveling front of speed c in the
direction −e that connects p− to p+ if it can be written u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, t, x), where φ ∈ W 1,∞(R × R × RN)
is periodic in its second and third variables and satisfies:{
φ(z, t, x)− p−(t, x) → 0 as z → −∞ uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN,
φ(z, t, x)− p+(t, x) → 0 as z → +∞ uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN. (11)
One can check that Definition 1.3 fits with the definition of a generalized almost planar traveling wave of speed
c that has been given by H. Berestycki and F. Hamel in [3,5] with, using the notations of this reference, Γ (t) =
{x ∈ RN, x · e + ct = 0}.
1.3. Framework
In [35], Nolen, Rudd and Xin proved the following results:
Theorem 1.4. (See [35].) Assume that f and A do not depend on (t, x), that ∇ · q ≡ 0, that ∫
(0,T )×C q = 0 and that
f (0) = f (1) = 0, f ′(0) > 0, f ′(1) < 0 and for all s ∈ (0,1), f (s) > 0. Then,
(1) there exists a speed c∗ such that there exists a pulsating traveling front of speed c∗,
(2) if f is of KPP type, that is, f (s)  f ′(0)s for all s > 0, then there exists no pulsating traveling fronts of speed
c < c∗. Furthermore, the speed c∗ can be characterized with the help of some space–time periodic principal
eigenvalues associated with the problem.
This theorem leaves some open questions. First of all, does it exist a pulsating traveling front for all c > c∗, which
is the classical result for monostable nonlinearities in space periodic or time periodic media (see [4,8,16])? Secondly,
is this possible to construct regular profiles that are associated with solutions of the parabolic equation (3)? And lastly,
one can wonder if these results can be extended to the case of a heterogeneous diffusion matrix A and reaction term f .
In the present paper, we prove the existence of such pulsating traveling fronts when not only q , but also A and f
are periodic in t and x, with different methods as that of [35]. These new methods enable us to prove that there exists
a half-line of speeds [c∗∗,+∞) associated with pulsating traveling fronts, which is a stronger result than the result
of [35]. We also prove that there exists some speed c∗ associated with some pulsating traveling front such that there
exists no pulsating traveling front of speed c < c∗, even if f is not of KPP type. If f satisfies a KPP type assumption,
then c∗ = c∗∗ and we characterize the minimal speed c∗.
In addition, we investigate new questions in this article. We prove in particular that if s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is nonin-
creasing, then there exist some Lipschitz continuous pulsating traveling fronts of speed c if and only if c c∗.
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case makes sense in the case of a combustion model, but not in populations dynamics models. Usually, in this kind of
models, the reaction term has the form f (t, x,u) = u(μ(t, x)− u), where μ is the difference between a birth rate and
a death rate when the population is small, which both depend on the environment. In unfavorable areas, this term may
be negative. Moreover, such a reaction term often leads to heterogeneous asymptotic states. In the present paper, we
do not necessarily assume that the reaction term f is positive.
Lastly, all the previous papers were only considering incompressible drifts of null-average. As such drifts do not
exist in dimension 1, it was previously impossible to study the effect of the advection on the propagation of the fronts
in dimension 1. In the sequel, we will not make any such assumption on the drift term q . The dependence between
the spreading speed and a compressible advection term has been investigated by Nolen and Xin in [38] and the author
in [33], who proved that such an advection term may decrease the spreading speed.
To sum up, we are going to prove the existence of pulsating traveling fronts in space–time periodic environments
under very weak hypotheses that only rely on the stability of the steady state 0 and on the uniqueness of the space–time
periodic asymptotic state p. Hence, this paper gives new results even in space periodic or time periodic environments.
These results are summarized in the Note [32].
1.4. Hypotheses
We will need some regularity assumptions on f,A,q . The function f :R × RN × R+ → R is supposed to be of
class C
δ
2 ,δ in (t, x) locally in u for a given 0 < δ < 1 and of class C1,r in u on R×RN × [0, β] for some given β > 0
and r > 0. We also assume that 0 is a state of equilibrium, that is, ∀x, ∀t , f (t, x,0) = 0.
The matrix field A :R × RN → SN(R) is supposed to be of class C δ2 ,1+δ . We suppose furthermore that A is
uniformly elliptic and continuous: there exist some positive constants γ and Γ such that for all ξ ∈ RN, (t, x) ∈




ai,j (t, x)ξiξj  Γ ‖ξ‖2, (12)
where ‖ξ‖2 = ξ21 + · · · + ξ2N .
The drift term q :R × RN → RN is supposed to be of class C δ2 ,δ and we assume that ∇ · q ∈ L∞(R × RN).
Moreover, we assume that f , A and q are periodic in t and x. That is, there exist some positive constant T and
some vectors L1, . . . ,LN , where Li is colinear to the axis of coordinates ei , for all (t, x, s) ∈ R × RN × R+ and for
all i ∈ [1,N ], one has:
A(t + T ,x) = A(t, x), q(t + T ,x) = q(t, x) and f (t + T ,x, s) = f (t, x, s),
A(t, x +Li) = A(t, x), q(t, x +Li) = q(t, x) and f (t, x +Li, s) = f (t, x, s).
We define the periodicity cell C =∏Ni=1(0, |Li |).
The only strong hypothesis that we need is the following one:
Hypothesis 1. Eq. (3) admits a positive continuous space–time periodic solution p. Furthermore, if u is a space
periodic solution of Eq. (3) such that u p and inf(t,x)∈R×RN u(t, x) > 0, then u ≡ p.
It is not easy to check that this hypothesis is true. This condition is investigated in Section 1.5. If the solution p
is the unique space periodic uniformly positive solution of (3), then this hypothesis is satisfied. But we do not need a
general uniqueness hypothesis.




λ ∈ R, ∃φ ∈ C1,2(R × RN )∩W 1,∞(R × RN ), φ > 0, φ is T -periodic, (−L+ λ)φ  0 in R × RN},
(13)
where L is the linearized operator associated with Eq. (3) in the neighborhood of 0:
Lφ = ∂tφ − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇φ)+ q(t, x) · ∇φ − f ′u(t, x,0)φ.
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that is, the steady state 0 is linearly unstable. If f does not depend on t and x, then this hypothesis is equivalent to
f ′(0) > 0.
The hypothesis λ′1 < 0 is optimal if we want to state a result for general f , otherwise, if λ′1  0, Hypothesis 1 may
be contradicted. In [30], we proved the following theorem:
Theorem 1.5. (See [30].) If λ′1  0 and if for all (t, x) ∈ R×RN , the growth rate s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is decreasing, then
there is no nonnegative bounded continuous entire solution of Eq. (3) except 0.
In the previous papers that were considering heterogeneous reaction terms, like [4,8], the authors used some as-
sumption in the neighborhood of p like: s 
→ f (t, x, s) is decreasing in the neighborhood of p. In this article, we
managed to get rid of this hypothesis.
Lastly, let us underline that, as all these hypotheses are related to local properties of Eq. (3) we can consider other
kinds of equations. For example, the next results are true for the reaction–diffusion equation associated with some
stochastic differential equation:
∂tu− αij (t, x)∂ij u+ βi(t, x)∂iu = f (t, x,u), (14)
where (αij )ij is an elliptic matrix field, that is, it satisfies (12) and (βi)i is general vector field. Setting qj (t, x) =
βj (t, x)− ∂iαij (t, x) and A = α, one is back to Eq. (3). This change of variables was impossible with the hypotheses
of the previous papers since it does not necessarily give a divergence-free vector field q . Similarly, one can consider
∂tu− ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇u)+ ∇ · (q(t, x)u)= g(t, x,u), (15)
by doing the change of variables f (t, x, s) = g(t, x, s)− (∇ · q)(t, x)s.
1.5. Examples
Hypothesis 1 is far from being easy to check and we now give two classical examples for which this uniqueness
hypothesis holds. Our first example is related to biological models and has been investigated in details in a previous
article:
Theorem 1.6. (See [30].) If λ′1 < 0 and if f satisfies:
∀(t, x) ∈ R × RN, s 
→ f (t, x, s)
s
is decreasing, (16)
∃M > 0, ∀x ∈ RN, ∀t ∈ R, ∀s M, f (t, x, s) 0, (17)
then Hypothesis 1 is satisfied.
The two hypotheses on the reaction term f both have a biological meaning (see [7,8]). The first hypothesis means
that the intrinsic growth rate s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is decreasing when the population density is increasing. This is due
to the intraspecific competition for resources. The second hypothesis means that there is a saturation density: when
the population is very important, the death rate is higher than the birth rate and the population decreases uniformly.
We remark that hypothesis (16) implies that f is of KPP type, that is, for all (t, x, s) ∈ R × RN × R+, one has
f (t, x, s)  f ′u(t, x,0)s. The reader will find more precise existence and uniqueness results for reaction–diffusion
equation in space–time periodic media under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6 in [29,30].
Our second example is related to combustion models.
Proposition 1.7. Assume that
(i) f (t, x,1) = 0 for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN ,
(ii) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN , if s ∈ (0,1) then one has f (t, x, s) > 0.






Thus Hypothesis 1 is satisfied.
Proof. Assume that u is some uniformly positive continuous entire solution of Eq. (3). Set m = infR×RN u > 0 and
consider a sequence (tn, xn) ∈ R × RN such that u(tn, xn) → m. For all n, there exist some (sn, yn) ∈ [0, T ] × C
such that tn − sn ∈ TZ and xn − yn ∈∏Ni=1 LiZ. Up to extraction, one can assume that sn → s∞ and yn → y∞. Set
un(t, x) = u(t + tn, x + xn). This function satisfies:
∂tun − ∇ ·
(
A(t + sn, x + yn)∇un
)+ q(t + sn, x + yn) · ∇un = f (t + sn, x + yn,un).
The Schauder parabolic estimates and the periodicity of the coefficients yield that one can extract a subsequence that
converges to some function u∞ in C1,2loc (R × RN) that satisfies:
∂tu∞ − ∇ ·
(
A(t + s∞, x + y∞)∇u∞
)+ q(t + s∞, x + y∞) · ∇u∞ = f (t + s∞, x + y∞, u∞).
Furthermore, one has u∞(0,0) = m and u∞  m. As f is nonnegative in R × RN × [0,1], the strong parabolic
maximum principle and the periodicity give u∞ ≡ m. If u ≡ 1, then m < 1, which would contradict the previous
equation since f (t, x,m) > 0. Thus m 1 and u ≡ 1. 
These two examples prove that our hypotheses are very weak and include the classical hypotheses that were usually
used in space periodic or time periodic media. It enables us to consider more general coefficients. For example,
we can consider very general drifts, even compressible ones which is totally new: the only previous papers that
where considering compressible drifts were dealing with spreading properties or qualitative properties of the traveling
fronts (see [19,38]). We can also consider oscillating reaction terms, that admit several ordered steady states. These
hypotheses are hardly optimal and the only open problem that remains is the case where there are two space–time
periodic solutions of Eq. (3) that cross each other. We underline that the existence of pulsating traveling fronts in
space periodic media for general f with q ≡ 0 has been proved at the same time, with the same kind of method, by
Guo and Hamel in [17].
One can also notice that it is easily possible to treat the case where the homogeneous solution 0 is replaced by
some space–time periodic solution p−. In this case, the uniqueness Hypothesis 1 is replaced by the following one:
Hypothesis 2. Eq. (3) admits two positive continuous space–time periodic solutions p− and p+. Furthermore, if u is
a space periodic solution of Eq. (3) such that u p+ and infR×RN (u− p−) > 0, then u ≡ p+.
Setting g(t, x, s) = f (t, x, s +p−(t, x))−f (t, x, s), one can easily get back to the case p− ≡ 0, and all the results
of this paper can easily be generalized using similar changes of variables.
1.6. The associated eigenvalue problem
This section deals with the eigenvalues of the operator:
Lλψ = ∂tψ − ∇ · (A∇ψ)− 2λA∇ψ + q · ∇ψ −
(
λAλ+ ∇ · (Aλ)+μ− q · λ)ψ, (18)
where λ ∈ RN and ψ ∈ C1,2(R × RN). We assume that A and q satisfy the same hypotheses as in the previous part
and μ ∈ Cδ/2,δ(R×RN) is a space–time periodic function. The example we will keep in mind is μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0).
Definition 1.8. A space–time periodic principal eigenfunction of the operator Lλ is a function ψ ∈ C1,2(R × RN)
such that there exists a constant k so that⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Lλψ = kψ in R × RN,
ψ > 0 in R × RN,
ψ is T -periodic,
ψ is Li-periodic for i = 1, . . . ,N.
(19)
Such a k is called a space–time periodic principal eigenvalue.
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uniqueness of the eigenelements:
Theorem 1.9. (See [31].) For all μ,A,q,λ, there exists a couple (k,ψ) that satisfies (19). Furthermore, k is unique
and ψ is unique up to multiplication by a positive constant.
We define kλ(A,q,μ) = k the space–time periodic principal eigenvalue associated with Lλ. The generalized
principal eigenvalue is characterized by:
Proposition 1.10. (See [31].) One has: λ′1 = k0.
For all A,q,μ and e ∈ SN−1, we define:
c∗e (A,q,μ) = min
{
c ∈ R, there exists λ > 0 such that kλe(A,q,μ)+ λc = 0
}
.
We will denote c∗(μ) = c∗e (A,q,μ) in the sequel when there is no ambiguity. This quantity arises when one is
searching for exponentially decreasing solutions of (3). We will see in the sequel that if f is of KPP type, the minimal
speed of the pulsating traveling fronts in direction −e equals c∗e (A,q,μ), where μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0). If f is not
of KPP type, this is not true anymore, but one can get some estimates for the minimal speed of propagation using
c∗e (A,q,μ) and c∗e (A,q, η), where η(t, x) = sup0<s<p(t,x) f (t, x, s)/s.
2. Statement of the main results
2.1. Existence of KPP traveling fronts
Our first result holds in the KPP case:
Theorem 2.1.
(1) Assume that λ′1 < 0, that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied and that
f (t, x, s) μ(t, x)s for all (t, x, s) ∈ R × RN × R+,
where μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0). Then for all unit vector e, there exists a minimal speed c∗e such that for all speed
c  c∗e , there exists a pulsating traveling front u of speed c in direction −e that links 0 to p. This speed can be
characterized:
c∗e = c∗e (A,q,μ) = min
{
c ∈ R, there exists λ > 0 such that kλe(A,q,μ)+ λc = 0
}
. (20)
(2) Moreover, for all c c∗e , the profile φ of the pulsating traveling front u of speed c we construct is nondecreasing
almost everywhere in z, that is, for almost every (z1, z2) ∈ R2 such that z1  z2, one has φ(z1, t, x) φ(z2, t, x)
for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN . Lastly, for all c > c∗e , the function φ satisfies:
φ(z, t, x) ∼ ψλc(t, x)eλc(μ)z as z → −∞, (21)
uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN , where ψλc(μ) is some principal eigenfunction associated with kλc(μ)e(A,q,μ).
Remark. The quantity λc(μ) will be defined in Proposition 3.2. It is roughly the smallest λ > 0 such that
kλe(A,q,μ)+ λc = 0.
In the other hand, the following proposition gives a lower bound for the speeds which are associated with pulsating
traveling fronts:
Proposition 2.2. If λ′1  0 and Hypothesis 1 is satisfied, then for all c < c∗e (A,q,μ), where μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0),
there exists no pulsating traveling front of speed c.
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front-like initial data. These spreading properties will be stated later.
The existence of pulsating traveling fronts with prescribed exponential behavior has been obtained by Bagès in [12]
in space periodic media. The method used by Bagès is close to our method and he also managed to construct a profile
of speed c = c∗e which satisfies φ(z, t, x) ∼ −zψλc(t, x)eλc(μ)z as z → −∞. We did not manage to consider the critical
case c = c∗e here because of technical issues that we will emphasize later.
It has recently been proved by Hamel in [20] that in space periodic media, any pulsating traveling front of speed
c c∗e satisfies (21). In the present paper, we only prove that there exist some pulsating traveling fronts which satisfy
this property if f is of KPP type.
2.2. Existence of traveling fronts for general reaction terms
If f is not of KPP type, then our results are a little bit weaker:
Theorem 2.3. Assume that λ′1 < 0 and that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied. Then for all unit vector e, for all speed
c  c∗e (A,q, η), where η(t, x) = sup0<s<p(t,x) f (t,x,s)s , there exists a pulsating traveling front u of speed c in di-
rection −e that links 0 to p. Moreover, the profile φ is nondecreasing almost everywhere in z, that is, for almost every
(z1, z2) ∈ R2 such that z1  z2, one has φ(z1, t, x) φ(z2, t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN .
If c < c∗e (A,q,μ), where μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0), then there exists no pulsating traveling fronts of speed c.
The nonexistence result is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.2. Thus, in order to get the result that is announced
in the abstract, one only sets c∗ = c∗e (A,q,μ) and c∗∗ = c∗e (A,q, η).
In this case we do not manage to prove estimate (21) but it should be underlined that such an estimate holds in
space periodic media (see [19]) or when the heterogeneity does not depend on the direction of propagation (see [11]).
One can wonder where does this η come from. In fact, if f is not of KPP type, one can define:
g(t, x, s) = s sup
rs
f (t, x, r)
r
.
One has g  f , s 
→ g(t, x, s)/s is nonincreasing for all (t, x) ∈ R×RN and g′u(t, x,0) = η(t, x). Thus g is somehow
the lowest KPP nonlinearity which lies above f . As it is a KPP nonlinearity, its associated minimal speed is c∗e (g) =
c∗e (A,q, η) and thus Theorem 2.1 holds for all c  c∗e (g). This is one way to understand where does the threshold
c∗e (A,q, η) comes from.
For positive reaction terms, one has λ′1  0 but not necessarily λ′1 < 0. It is possible to prove that the previous
result is still true when λ′1 = 0, which is new even if only the advection is heterogeneous.
Theorem 2.4. Assume that f (t, x,0) = f (t, x,1) = 0, that f (t, x, s) > 0 for all s ∈ (0,1), and that f (t, x, s) < 0
if s > 1. Then for all unit vector e, for all speed c  c∗e (A,q, η), where η(t, x) = sup0<s<p(t,x) f (t,x,s)s , there exists
a pulsating traveling front u of speed c in direction −e that links 0 to 1. The profile φ is nondecreasing almost
everywhere in z.
If c < c∗e (A,q,μ), where μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0), then there exists no pulsating traveling fronts of speed c.
This kind of existence result for flat nonlinearity has been proved before in the case of cylinders with orthogonal
heterogeneity by Berestycki and Nirenberg [11] and in space periodic environments by Berestycki and Hamel [4].
This proves that our hypothesis λ′1 < 0 is not optimal for some particular f . But there exists a threshold for the
nonexistence of pulsating traveling front for general f :
Proposition 2.5. If k0(A,q, η) > 0, then there exists no bounded positive entire solution of Eq. (3). In particular, there
exists no pulsating traveling front.
It is not clear what happens between the thresholds k0(A,q,μ) < 0 and k0(A,q, η) > 0.
We can now define the minimal speed of the pulsating traveling fronts for general nonlinearities:
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speed c∗e such that there exists a pulsating traveling front u of speed c∗e in direction −e that links 0 to p, while no such
front exists if c < c∗e . This minimal speed satisfies:
c∗e (A,q,μ) c∗e  c∗e (A,q, η), (22)
where η(t, x) = sup0<s<p(t,x) f (t,x,s)s and μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0).
The classical result for homogeneous environments is that for all c  c∗e , there exists a pulsating traveling front.
This result has been extended to space periodic environment in [8]. If f is of KPP type, then Theorem 2.1 yields that
this is true since c∗e = c∗e (A,q,μ). This is not clear if this result still holds if f is not of KPP type.
If f is not of KPP type, set
C = {c ∈ R, there exists some pulsating traveling front of speed c}.
We do not know if C is a half-line, like in the homogeneous case, but we still know from Theorem 2.1 that there exists
at least a half line [c∗e (A,q, η),+∞) included in C and a half-line (−∞, c∗e (A,q, η)) in its complementary. Moreover,
Theorem 2.6 is in fact a corollary of the following proposition:
Proposition 2.7. Assume that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied and that C is not empty. Then the set C is closed.
2.3. Regularity of the fronts
The next theorem is the most complete theorem of this paper and it answers to all the open questions we pointed
out in the introduction. Namely, it states that one can get Lipschitz continuous pulsating traveling fronts (and not only
measurable ones) for all c  c∗e . But one particular hypothesis is needed, which is somehow a strong global version
of the classical KPP hypothesis: s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is nonincreasing. The previous theorems gave partial answers to the
open questions, but under weaker hypotheses.
Theorem 2.8. Assume that λ′1 < 0, that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied and that s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is nonincreasing for all
(t, x) ∈ R × RN . Then for all c  c∗e , there exists a Lipschitz continuous pulsating traveling front of speed c, while
there exists no such front for c < c∗e .
Remark. The reader may remark that the hypotheses of this theorem are satisfied in particular if λ′1 < 0 and (16) and
(17) are satisfied. Furthermore, as s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is nonincreasing, then f is of KPP type and c∗e = c∗e (A,q,μ).
If f does not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8, the method that is used in the proof of this theorem fails,
even when c > c∗e (A,q, η). There is no particular heuristic reason why this theorem might be false if these hypotheses
are not satisfied and it only seems to be a technical issue. Anyway, we can notice that a pulsating traveling front
v = v(y, t, x) in the sense of Definition 1.2 only admits a countable number of points of discontinuity in y. Namely,
one can assume, up to some modifications on a set of measure 0, that v is nondecreasing in z. Thus v admits a limit
on its left and on its right everywhere, which yields that the discontinuity points are isolated and thus their set is
countable.
2.4. Spreading properties
It is not possible to prove that there exists no pulsating traveling fronts for small speeds using the classical methods.
Thus, we had to prove spreading properties for front-like initial data in order to get the nonexistence result. We used
the same method as Mallordy and Roquejoffre [26] and Nolen, Rudd and Xin [35].
The following results have already been proved by Weinberger [44] in a time and space discrete context.
Considering the Poincaré map of time T that is associated with Eq. (3), the following results are then consequences
of the results of Weinberger. In [9], we used this method in order to investigate the case of compactly supported initial
data and to give an alternative and independent proof to that of Weinberger. Furthermore, we managed to use this
method in a general heterogeneous media and to prove the existence of a positive spreading speed when f is positive
and q ≡ 0.
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Then for all c < c∗e (A,q,μ), the solution u of Eq. (3) associated with the initial datum u0 satisfies:
u(t, x − cte)− p(t, x − cte) → 0 as t → +∞,
locally uniformly in x ∈ RN .
If the speed c is larger than the speed c∗e (A,q, η), we get the opposite spreading property:
Proposition 2.10. Assume that λ′1  0, that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied and that the growth rate η : s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is
bounded from above for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN . Take u0 a nonnegative continuous bounded initial datum and assume
that u0(x) = Ox·e→−∞(eλx·e) for all 0 < λ< λc∗(η)(η). Under these hypotheses, for all c > c∗e (A,q, η), the solution
u of Eq. (3) associated with the initial datum u0 satisfies:
u(t, x − cte) → 0 as t → +∞,
uniformly in x ∈ {x ∈ RN, x · e B} for all B ∈ R.
Remark. The quantity λc∗(η)(η) will be defined in Section 3.2, but one may already remark that any initial datum with
compact support satisfies the hypotheses of this proposition.
3. Preliminaries
This section is devoted to the proof of the equivalence between Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 and to some technical results
on the family of periodic principal eigenvalues (kλ)λ.
3.1. Equivalence of the definitions
We first prove that the two Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 are equivalent.
Assume first that φ satisfies the properties of Definition 1.1 and set:
v(y, t, x) = φ(y + x · e + ct, t, x).
This function satisfies:
∂tv − ∇ · (A∇v)+ q · ∇v = f (t, x, v) in D′
(
R × R × RN ). (23)
Take θ ∈ W 2,2(R × RN) a compactly supported function that only depends on t and x. Set
gθ (y) =
〈









∂t θ − ∇ · (A∇θ)+ ∇ · (qθ)
)− f (t, x, v)θ)dt dx. (24)
This function belongs to L1loc(R) since v ∈ L∞(R × R × RN). Moreover, Eq. (23) yields that for all compactly
supported function χ ∈ L∞(R), one has: ∫
R
gθ (y)χ(y) dy = 0.
Thus, there exists some set Nθ of null measure such that for all y /∈ Nθ , one has gθ (y) = 0.
In the other hand, set:
H = {h ∈ W 2,2(R × RN ), h is compactly supported}.
One knows that there exists a sequence (θn)n ∈ H which is dense in H. The set N =⋃n∈NNθn is of null measure.
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BR∩N c
|gθn |dy = 0.
Next, one can remark that the linear function θ ∈ H 
→ gθ ∈ L1loc(R) is continuous and thus for all R > 0 and for all
θ ∈ H: ∫
BR∩N c
|gθ |dy = 0,
which means that there exists some null measure set M such that for all y /∈ M∪N , for all θ ∈ H, one has gθ (y) = 0,
which means that gθ = 0 almost everywhere.
Thus for almost every y ∈ R, the function v(y, ·, ·) is a weak solution of:
∂tv − ∇ · (A∇v)+ q · ∇v = f (t, x, v) in R × RN. (25)
The Schauder parabolic estimates give that u : (t, x) 
→ v(0, t, x) satisfies the hypotheses of Definition 1.2.
In the other hand, assume that u satisfies the hypotheses of Definition 1.2 and set v(y, t, x) = φ(y+x ·e+ct, t, x).
Take any family of compactly supported functions (χk)k∈[1,n] ∈ L∞(R) and (θk)k∈[1,n] ∈ D(R × RN). One has for
almost every y ∈ R:
χk(y)θk(t, x)
(
∂tv − ∇ · (A∇v)+ q · ∇v − f (t, x, v)
)= 0.
Thus, integrating over R × R × RN , one gets:〈


















χkθkf (t, x, v)
= 0.
As the regular functions with separated variables span a dense subset of the compactly supported L∞(R,W 2,2(R×
R
N)) functions, one finally gets:
∂tv − ∇ · (A∇v)+ q · ∇v − f (t, x, v) in D′
(
R × R × RN ).
Thus the function φ(z, t, x) = v(z − x · e − ct, t, x) satisfies the hypotheses of Definition 1.1.
3.2. More properties of the eigenvalue family
In order to build an invariant domain, we first need to prove or recall some more precise properties for the family
of eigenvalues (kλe)λ>0.









(1) F(λ,μ) = max
















(2) F is concave and continuous.
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−‖μ‖∞ − β‖λ‖ − Γ ‖λ‖2  kλ(μ) ‖μ‖∞ + β‖λ‖ − γ ‖λ‖2, (26)
where γ and Γ have been defined in (12).
(4) For all μ, F(.,μ) reaches its maximum on RN .
These properties enable us to define and characterize a quantity that we will use to get good bounds for the propa-
gation speed. Namely, for all (A,q,μ), e ∈ SN−1 and for all γ >   0, we set:
c∗e,(A,q,μ) = min
{
c ∈ R, there exists λ > 0 such that kλe(A,q,μ)+ λc − λ2 = 0
}
.
In the sequel, A,q and e will be fixed and we will denote c∗ (μ) = c∗e,(A,q,μ).
Proposition 3.2. Take γ >  > 0.
(1) For c = c∗ (μ), there exists exactly one solution λc(μ) > 0 to equation:
kλe(A,q,μ)+ λc − λ2 = 0.
(2) For all c > c∗ (μ), there exist exactly two λ > 0 that satisfy kλe(A,q,μ)+λc−λ2 = 0. We denote λc(μ)Λc(μ)
those two solutions λ.
(3) One has the characterization:





Proof. (1) Set G(c) = maxλ>0(kλe(A,q,μ)+λc− λ2). This maximum is reached because of estimate (2) of Propo-
sition 3.1 and thus this function is increasing in c. If c < minλ>0 −kλe(μ)+λ
2
λ
, one easily gets G(c) < 0. In the other




(c − β)λ− λ2(Γ + ))= −‖μ‖∞ + (c − β)24(Γ + ) ,
if c β , which gives G(c) → +∞ as c → +∞. Thus, c = c∗ (μ) is the only solution to equation F(c) = 0.
Next, fix c = c∗ (μ). The Kato–Rellich perturbation theorem (see [23]) yields that the function λ 
→ kλe(A,q,μ)
is analytic with respect to λ, locally uniformly in (A,q,μ). Thus, if there exist two solutions λ1 < λ2 of equation
kλe(A,q,μ) + λc − λ2 = 0, then we know from the definition of c∗ (μ) and the concavity of λ 
→ kλe(A,q,μ) that
kλe(A,q,μ)+ λc− λ2 = 0 for all λ ∈ [λ1, λ2]. The isolated zeros principle would give kλe(A,q,μ)+ λc− λ2 = 0
for all λ ∈ R in this case. As k0(A,q,μ) = λ′1(A,q,μ) < 0, this gives a contradiction. Thus for c = c∗ (μ), there exists
a unique λc(μ) such that kλc(μ)e(A,q,μ)+ λc(μ)c − λ2 = 0.
(2) If c > c∗ (μ), the previous step yields that the maximum of the function λ 
→ kλe(A,q,μ)+λc−λ2 is positive.
As this function is concave, negative for λ = 0 and goes to −∞ as λ → +∞, one easily concludes.
(3) This easily follows from the characterization G(c∗ (μ)) = 0. 
Lastly, we need a continuity property for  
→ λc :
Proposition 3.3. If n →   0, where c > cn for all n, then one has:
λcn → λc and Λcn → Λc,
as n → +∞.
Proof. Using estimate (1) of Proposition 3.1, one knows that the sequences (λcn)n and (Λcn) are bounded. One can
extract two converging subsequences λcn′ → λc∞ and Λcn′ → Λc∞. The continuity of λ 
→ kλe(A,q,μ) yields that:
kλc∞e(A,q,μ)+ λc∞c − 
(
λc∞
)2 = 0, kΛc∞e(A,q,μ)+Λc∞c − (Λc∞)2 = 0 and λc∞ Λc∞.
The previous proposition thus gives λc∞ = λc and Λc∞ = Λc . 
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This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1 and characterization (20). We will directly prove that there
exists a pulsating traveling front of speed c for all c > c∗e (A,q,μ) and a result that will be proved later will give
the existence of a pulsating traveling front of speed c∗e (A,q,μ). We use the same kind of invariant domains as in
[6,18,21].
4.1. Study of the regularized problem in finite cylinders
In all this section, we fix c > c∗(μ). Eq. (7) exhibits two main issues. First of all, it is defined in an infinite domain
in z. Secondly, it is a degenerate parabolic equation. We will first solve a modified regular parabolic equation in a
finite domain. Then, we will pass to the limit.
Let Σa be the domain (−a, a)× R × RN . We first investigate the equation:{
Lφ = f (t, x,φ) in Σa,
φ is periodic in t, x, (27)
where L is the regular parabolic operator defined by:
Lφ = ∂tφ − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇φ)− (eA(t, x)e + )∂zzφ − ∇ · (A(t, x)e∂zφ)
− ∂z
(
eA(t, x)∇φ)+ q(t, x) · ∇φ + q(t, x) · e∂zφ + c∂zφ. (28)
The condition in z = ±a will be fixed later.
We first construct a subsolution which does not depend on a. This kind of subsolution has first been used in [6].
This gives some lower bound for the solution of (27) that enables us to easily pass to the limit a → +∞. This lemma
is one of the main point of our proof: as it is available for all c  c∗(μ), it directly proves in the KPP case that the
speed we will finally obtain is minimal.
In [35], the authors used a different approach. They first proved the existence of pulsating traveling fronts for
ignition type nonlinearities, that is, there exists some θ ∈ (0,1) such that f (s) = 0 if s ∈ (0, θ), f (s) > 0 if s ∈ (θ,1)
and f (1) = 0. In this case, there exists a unique speed associated with some pulsating traveling front. Then, they let θ
go to zero and get some pulsating traveling front for one speed c∗, which is the limit of the previous speeds. The hard
part is then to prove that there exists a pulsating traveling front for all c > c∗. In the present paper, we overcome this
issue by directly proving this existence result for a half-line of speeds.
This subsolution exists if f satisfies the following hypothesis: there exists some β > 0, ρ > 0 and r > 0 such that
∀0 u < β, ∀t, x, μ(t, x)u ρu1+r + f (t, x,u). (29)
This is true in particular if f ∈ C1,r (R × RN × [0, β]), which is one of our hypotheses, but the reader can check
that the results of this article hold if only (29) is satisfied. This condition is a little bit sharper than the C1 regularity
for f . A linear coupled equation was considered in [6] and this kind of condition has first been stated for a nonlinear
equation in [18]. It has also been used by Bagès [12] to prove that, in space periodic media, one can construct some
pulsating traveling front with a given exponential decay at infinity.
Bagès also managed to construct a subsolution in the critical case c = c∗e . The kind of subsolution he constructed
cannot be used here since we consider a regularized problem. The subsolution available for c = c∗e is not a subsolution
of the regularized problem anymore. Thus we will first consider the case c > c∗e and then we will pass to the limit
c → c∗e .
Lemma 4.1. For all c > c∗ (μ), set:
θ0,(z, t, x) = ψμ,λc (t, x)eλ

cz −Aψμ,λc+γ (t, x)e(λ

c+γ )z, (30)
where the functions ψμ,λ are eigenfunctions associated with Lλ and normalized by ‖ψμ,λ‖∞ = 1. Then there exist
γ,A which do not depend on  such that the function θ = max{θ0,,0} satisfies θ  p, and
Lθ  0 in the sense of distribution. (31)
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admits one or two solutions λc < Λc for all   0. As   0 
→ Λc − λc is continuous, it admits a positive infimum
h > 0. As λ 
→ αc,λ is concave, one gets that αc,λc+γ > 0 if γ < h. We also choose γ independent of  such that
λc + γ  (1 + r)λc .
We know from (29) that
∀ 0 u < β, ∀t, x, μ(t, x)u ρu1+r + f (t, x,u).




∀(t, x) ∈ R × RN, ρψ1+rλc (t, x)Aα
c,
λc+γ ψλc+γ ,
and such that for all (z, t, x) ∈ R+ × R × RN , one has θ0,(z, t, x) 0.
Now that it is proved that A and γ can be chosen independent of , we forget the dependence in  in the notations
in order to make the proof easier to read. Set: Ω+ = {(z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN ; θ0(z, t, x) > 0}. We compute for all
(z, t, x) ∈ Ω+:
L(θ0) = μ(t, x)θ0 −Aαc,λc+γ ψλc+γ (t, x)e
(λc+γ )z
 f (t, x, θ0)+ ρθ1+r0 −Aαc,λc+γ ψλc+γ e
(λc+γ )z
 f (t, x, θ0)+ ρψ1+rλc e
λc(1+r)z −Aαc,λc+γ ψλc+γ e
(λc+γ )z









 f (t, x, θ0).
Thus, θ0 is a subsolution of Eq. (27) over Ω+. As 0 is a solution of Eq. (27), the Hopf lemma gives that θ = max{θ0,0}
is a subsolution of Eq. (27) in the sense of distributions. 
Lemma 4.2. For all  ∈ (0, 0), the function
ζ(z, t, x) = min{0,ψμ,λc(μ)(t, x)eλc(μ)z}
is a supersolution of Eq. (27) in the sense of distributions.





)= {∂tψλc − ∇ · (A∇ψλc )− 2λceA∇ψλc + q · ∇ψλc
− (λc∇ · (Ae)+ (1 + )(λc)2 + λcc + λcq · e)ψλc}eλcz









As the minimum of two supersolutions is a supersolution in the sense of distributions, this gives the conclusion. 
We are now able to define the boundary conditions associated with Eq. (27). Namely, we solve:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Lφ = f (t, x,φ) in Σa,
φ is periodic in t, x,
φ(−a, t, x) = θ(−a, t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN,
φ(a, t, x) = ζ(t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN.
(33)
The boundary condition used in −a may seem odd and one can wonder why we use this complicated condition
instead of 0 for example, like in [8]. In fact, this condition will enable us to put the subsolution θ under the solution
of Eq. (33).
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∀(z, t, x) ∈ Σa, θ(z, t, x) φa(z, t, x) ζ(z, t, x).
Moreover, there exists some a0 such that for all a > a0, the function φa is nondecreasing with respect to z.
Proof. We know that θ and ζ are sub- and supersolutions of Eq. (33). Let r be the function defined by:




We make the change of variable u = φ − r . Then φ satisfies (33) if and only if u satisfies:{
Lu = g(t, x,u) in Σa,
u is T ,L1, . . . ,LN -periodic,
u(−a, ·, ·) = 0, u(a, ·, ·) = 0,
(34)
where
g(t, x,u) = f (t, x,u+ r)−Lr. (35)
This function is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to u.
As θ −r is a subsolution and ζ −r is a supersolution of Eq. (34), in order to conclude using an iteration procedure,
we need to prove that for β sufficiently large, the operator L + β is invertible. Take some β > 12‖∇ · q‖∞ and set
μ = β − 12‖∇ · q‖∞.
Take some g ∈ C0(Σa) such that g is periodic in t and x, and
g(−a, t, x) = g(a, t, x) = 0 for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN.
Set L = {u0 ∈ L2((−a, a) × C,u is L-periodic, u(−a, x) = u(a, x) = 0)} (this set is in fact the closure of the set of
the continuous functions that satisfy the boundary conditions with respect to the L2 norm). For all u0 ∈ L, we define
(z, t, x) 
→ u(z, t, x) ∈ C1(R+,L) the solution of,{
Lu+ βu = g,
u(z,0, x) = u0(z, x), (36)
and we investigate the map: {
G :L → L,
u0 
→ u(T ). (37)
Take u1, u2 ∈ L and set U(z, t, x) = (u1(z, t, x)− u2(z, t, x))eμt . This function satisfies:
∂tU − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇U)− (eA(t, x)e + )∂zzU − ∇ · (A(t, x)e∂zU)− ∂z(eA(t, x)∇U)
+ q(t, x) · ∇U + q(t, x) · e∂zU + c∂zU + (β −μ)U = 0.





U2(z, T , x) dz dx −
∫
(−a,a)×C






−(e∂zU + ∇U)A(e∂zU + ∇U)− ∂zUA∂zU + 12∇ · qU
2 + (μ− β)U2
)
.
Thus, the choice of β yields that ∫
(−a,a)×C
U2(z, T , x) dz dx 
∫
(−a,a)×C
U2(z,0, x) dz dx,
and thus, ∥∥u2(T )− u1(T )∥∥  e−μT ∥∥u2(0)− u1(0)∥∥ .L L
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is, a space–time periodic function u such that Lu + βu = g. The Schauder parabolic estimates give the pointwise
boundary conditions:
u(−a, t, x) = u(a, t, x) = 0 for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN.
Since ζ  θ in Σa , one can now carry out some iteration procedure. As g is locally Lipschitz continuous, one can
take β large enough so that for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN , s 




Lφn+1 + βφn+1 = f (t, x,φn)+ βφn,
φn(−a, t, x) = θ(−a, t, x),
φn(a, t, x) = ζ(a, t, x).
(38)
One can easily prove that the sequence (φn)n is nonincreasing with respect to n and that for all n, one has θ  φn  ζ .
Thus this sequence converges to some φ which is a solution of (33).
It is only left to prove that for all n, φn is nondecreasing with respect to z. We prove this property by iteration. It is
clear for n = 0. Assume that φn is nondecreasing with respect to z, set Σλa = (−a,−a + λ)× (0, T )×C, and
φλn(z, t, x) = φn(z + λ, t, x),
φλn+1(z, t, x) = φn+1(z + λ, t, x),
for all λ ∈ (0,2a). In order to show that φn+1 is nondecreasing in z in Σa , one only has to show that φn+1  φλn+1 in
Σλa for λ > 0 sufficiently small.




)= f (t, x,φλn)+ βφλn − f (t, x,φn)− βφn  0,
since s 
→ f (t, x, s)+ βs is increasing and φλn  φn.
In the other hand, there exists some a0 such that for all a > a0, the function z 
→ θ(z, t, x) is increasing in
z ∈ (−∞,−a0) for all (t, x) ∈ R×RN . Fix a > a0 and λ ∈ (0, a−a0). One has φn+1(−a+λ, t, x)−θ(−a, t, x) 0
for all (t, x) ∈ R×RN . Similarly, as ζ is nondecreasing, one has ζ(a, t, x)−φn+1(a−λ, t, x) 0. This finally gives:
φλn+1(−a, t, x)− φn+1(−a, t, x) = φn+1(−a + λ, t, x)− θ(−a, t, x) 0,
φλn+1(a − λ, t, x)− φn+1(a − λ, t, x) = ζ(a, t, x)− φn+1(a − λ, t, x) 0.
Thus, as β > 0, the strong maximum principle yields that φλn+1  φn+1 in Σλa . Thus φn+1 is nondecreasing for
all n. 
4.2. Passage to the limit in infinite cylinders
Let an → +∞ be any sequence that goes to infinity. From standard parabolic estimates and Sobolev’s injections,
the functions φ,an converge (up to the extraction of a subsequence) in C2+β,1+β/2,2+βloc (R×R×RN), for all 0 β < δ,
to a function φ that satisfies: ⎧⎨
⎩
Lφ = f (t, x,φ) in R × R × RN,
φ is periodic in t and x,
φ is nondecreasing in z,
(39)
with θ(z, t, x) φ(z, t, x) ζ(z, t, x) for all (z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN .
Proposition 4.4. The function φ has the following asymptotic behaviors:{
φ(z, t, x) → 0 as z → −∞,
φ(z, t, x)− p(t, x) → 0 as z → +∞ (40)
in C1,2(R × RN) in the both cases.loc
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follows that
φ(z, t, x) → φ±(t, x) in C1,2loc
(
R × RN ) as z → ±∞,
where each function φ± satisfies:⎧⎨
⎩
∂tφ± − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇φ±
)+ q(t, x) · ∇φ± = f (t, x,φ±),
φ± is periodic in t and x,
0 φ±  p.
Hypothesis 1 yields that either φ± ≡ 0 or φ± ≡ p. Because of the monotonicity of φ in z, the inequalities,
0 φ−  φ(z, ·, ·) φ+  p,
hold for all z.
If φ+ ≡ 0, then φ(z, t, x) ≡ 0 for all (z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN . This contradicts the inequality φ  θ since θ is
not uniformly nonpositive. This shows that φ(z, t, x) → p(t, x) as z → +∞.
Similarly, if φ− ≡ p then φ ≡ p. This contradicts the inequality φ(z, t, x)  ζ when z goes to −∞ since p is
periodic and positive. This shows that φ(z, t, x) → 0 as z → −∞. 
4.3. Removal of the regularization
In this section, our aim is to let  → 0. The following result is true even if f is not of KPP type.
Proposition 4.5. Assume that p is a space–time periodic positive solution of Eq. (3). Consider (φ)∈E a family of
solutions of Eq. (39), where E is a subset of R+, such that for all  ∈ E , φ is nondecreasing with respect to z. Then, the
family (∂zφ)∈E is uniformly bounded in L1loc(R×R×RN) and the families (∇φ +e∂zφ)∈E and (∂tφ +c∂zφ)∈E
are uniformly bounded in L2loc(R × R × RN). Furthermore, these bounds are locally uniform with respect to c.
Proof. First of all, as φ is nondecreasing in z, for all R > 0,  ∈ E , we have:∫
(−R,R)×(0,T )×C
|∂zφ |dzdt dx =
∫
(−R,R)×(0,T )×C




φ(R, t, x) dt dx −
∫
(0,T )×C




p(t, x) dt dx as R → +∞, (41)
which proves that ∂zφ is uniformly bounded in L1loc(R × R × RN). Multiplying Eq. (39) by φ and integrating, we
get for all R > 0,  ∈ E :∫
(−R,R)×(0,T )×C





















φf (t, x,φ) dz dt dx. (42)
Using the ellipticity property of the matrix A and the inequality 0 φ  p, we get:
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∫
(−R,R)×(0,T )×C































|φ |2 dzdt dx +
∫
(0,T )×C
|c + q · e|p2(t, x) dt dx, (43)
where η(t, x) = sup0<s<p(t,x) f (t,x,s)s and M = sup(t,x)∈R×RN |η(t, x)| < ∞ since f is of class C1. Finally, this gives:






‖η‖∞ + 12‖∇ · q‖∞
)
+ |c| + ‖q‖∞
)1/2
‖p‖L2((0,T )×C).
It follows that ∇φ + e∂zφ is uniformly bounded in L2((−R,R)× (0, T )×C) for all positive R.
Similarly, multiplying Eq. (39) by ∂tφ + c∂zφ and integrating, we get for all R > 0,  ∈ E :∫
(−R,R)×(0,T )×C











A(t, x)e∂zφ +A(t, x)∇φ
)}








f (t, x,φ)(∂tφ + c∂zφ) dz dt dx (44)
























2(R, t, x)− (∂zφ)2(−R, t, x)
)
dt dx(0,T )×C






‖∂tφ + c∂zφ‖L2((−R,R)×(0,T )×C) (45)





(e∂zφ + ∇φ)∂tA(e∂zφ + ∇φ) dz dt dx
× √2R‖η‖∞‖p‖L2((0,T )×C)‖∂tφ + c∂zφ‖L2((−R,R)×(0,T )×C) (46)

(‖q‖L∞‖∇φ + e∂zφ‖L2 + √2R‖η‖∞‖p‖L2((0,T )×C))‖∂tφ + c∂zφ‖L2((−R,R)×(0,T )×C)
+ 1
2
‖∂tA‖∞‖e∂zφ + ∇φ‖2L2((−R,R)×R×RN). (47)
Thus, as the previous estimates yield that ∇φ + e∂zφ is uniformly bounded in L2((−R,R) × (0, T ) × C) for
all positive R, this computation proves that ∂tφ + c∂zφ is uniformly bounded in L2((−R,R) × R × RN) for all
positive R. 
We now apply this theorem and pass to the limit  → 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 in the case c > c∗e . As L2loc(R×R×RN) is embedded in L1loc(R×R×RN), Proposition 4.5
applied to E = R+∗ and the diagonal extraction process yield that there exists a sequence (n) that converges to 0 and
a limit function φ such that
φn → φ in L1loc
(
R × R × RN ) and almost everywhere.
This convergence yields that φ solves the degenerate equation (7) in the sense of distributions and is nondecreasing
almost everywhere in z, that is, for almost every (z1, z2) ∈ R2 and (t, x) ∈ R × RN , one has φ(z1, t, x) φ(z2, t, x).
As φ  p for all  > 0, one has φ  p almost everywhere and thus φ ∈ L∞(R × R × RN). Furthermore, one has:
θ0(z, t, x) φ(z, t, x)ψμ,λ0c (μ)(t, x)e
λ0c (μ)z, (48)
for almost every (z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN . This gives (21). It is only left to prove that the asymptotic conditions are
satisfied.
Proposition 4.6. Consider a solution φ ∈ W 1,1loc (R × R × RN) of Eq. (7) in the sense of distributions, which is non-
decreasing almost everywhere in z. Assume that this function is not uniformly equal to 0 or to p. Then it satisfies the
following limits as z → ±∞:
φ(z, t, x) → 0 as z → −∞ and φ(z, t, x)− p(t, x) → 0 as z → +∞,
in L∞loc(R × RN).
This proposition concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the case c > c∗e (A,q,μ) since our function φ is not
uniformly equal to 0 or p thanks to (48). We will conclude this proof in the case c = c∗e (A,q,μ) later using Proposi-
tion 2.7.
Proof. As φ is nondecreasing almost everywhere in z and bounded, one can assume, up to some change of this
function on a null-measure set, that φ is nondecreasing. Then there exist two periodic functions φ± such that
φ(z, t, x) → φ±(t, x) as z → ±∞,
for almost every (t, x) ∈ R × RN . It is left to prove that φ− ≡ 0 and φ+ ≡ p.
Take h a smooth function periodic in t and x. Take ξ0 ∈ C∞(R) a nonnegative bounded function that satisfies:
ξ0(z) = 0 if |z| 1 and
∫
R
ξ0(z) dz = 1,
and for all n ∈ N, set ξn(z) = ξ0(z − n).
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R×(0,T )×C





∂tφ − ∇ · (A∇φ)− 2eA∇∂zφ − eAe∂zzφ
)








(−∂th− ∇ · (A∇h)− ∇ · (qh))
( ∫
R




































φ+(t, x)ξ ′′0 (z) dz
)
dt dx, (50)
as n → +∞, and thus:∫
R×(0,T )×C
eAeφhξ ′′n dz dt dx →
∫
(0,T )×C
eA(t, x)eh(t, x)φ+(t, x)
( ∫
R
ξ ′′0 (z) dz
)
dt dx = 0.
Computing each term of Eq. (49) in a similar way, one gets:∫
R×(0,T )×C
(






(−∂th− ∇ · (A∇h)− ∇ · (qh))φ+ dt dx as n → +∞, (51)
and ∫
R×(0,T )×C
f (t, x,φ)h(t, x)ξn(z) dz dt dx →
∫
(0,T )×C
f (t, x,φ+)h(t, x) dt dx, (52)
as n → +∞. This yields that φ+ is a weak solution of the equation:
∂tφ − ∇ · (A∇φ)+ q · ∇φ = f (t, x,φ).
The regularity theorem for parabolic equations yields that this is a strong periodic solution of this equation. Hypoth-
esis 1 yields that there only exist two periodic nonnegative solutions of this equation: 0 and p. As φ is nondecreasing
almost everywhere, one has: 0 φ−(t, x) φ(z, t, x) φ+(t, x) p(t, x) for almost every (z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN .
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φ+ ≡ p. Similarly, one can prove that φ− ≡ 0.
The Dini’s lemma and the periodicity give that the previous convergence as z → +∞ is uniform in (t, x) ∈ R×RN .
Similarly, one can prove that φ(z, t, x) → 0 as z → −∞ uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN . 
5. The general case
5.1. Proof of the existence result
Proof of Theorem 2.3 in the case c > c∗e . We fix c > c∗e (A,q, η) and 0 such that for all 0 <  < 0, one has
c > c∗ (η). Hence λc(η) is well defined by Proposition 3.2 and one can set:






where ψη,λ is the unique space–time periodic principal eigenfunction defined by (19) but with the zero order term
η(t, x) = sup0<s<p(t,x) f (t, x, s)/s and normalized by ‖ψη,λ‖∞ = 1.
As η  μ and η ≡ μ, one has kλe(A,q,μ) < kλe(A,q, η) and thus c∗ (μ) c∗ (η) < c. Hence the function θ that










→ θ(z, t, x) is increasing for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN over z ∈ R−.
The function ζ decreases to 0 with the rate λc(η) and the function θ decreases with the rate λc(μ). As μ η, it
is possible to prove that λc(μ) λc(η) and thus one cannot expect to get θ  ζ in R. Anyway, it is still possible to
get such a comparison on finite intervals (−a, a).
We thus investigate the approximated problem:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Lφ = f (t, x,φ),
φ is periodic in t, x,
φ(−a, t, x) = θ
(−a +ma(τ), t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN,
φ(a, t, x) = ζ(a + τ, t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN,
(53)






(τ − a)+ a
}
.
As η  μ, one has λc(η) λc(μ). Thus ζ increases faster than θ . As ma(τ) has been chosen so that for all (t, x) ∈
R × RN :
ζ(−a + τ, t, x) θ
(−a +ma(τ), t, x),
one finally gets:
ζ(z + τ, t, x) θ
(
z +ma(τ), t, x
)
for all (z, t, x) ∈ (−a,+∞)× R × RN.
Thus one can use the same method as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 with the subsolution (z, t, x) 
→ θ(z+ma(τ), t, x)
and the supersolution (z, t, x) 
→ ζ(z + τ, t, x) to prove the existence of a solution φτ,a of Eq. (53) that satisfies:
θ
(
z +ma(τ), t, x
)
 φτ,a(z, t, x) ζ(z + τ, t, x),
for all (z, t, x) ∈ Σa . Moreover, as (z, t, x) 
→ θ(z + ma(τ), t, x) is increasing in the neighborhood of −a < 0 since
θ is increasing with respect to z ∈ R− and ma(τ) 0, it is possible to choose some φτ,a which is nondecreasing with
respect to z.
As the boundary conditions are continuous with respect to τ , the Schauder interior estimates give that φτ,a is
continuous with respect to τ . Similarly, the boundary conditions are nondecreasing with respect to τ since θ is non-
decreasing with respect to z ∈ R− and ma(τ) 0. Thus, using a sliding method as in the proof of the monotonicity in
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→ φτ,a(z, t, x) is nondecreasing for all (z, t, x) ∈ (−a, a)×R×RN . As ζ(−∞, t, x) = 0,
the function φτ,a uniformly converges to 0 as τ → −∞ in (−a, a)× R × RN . For all τ  0 and z 0, one has:
φτ,a(z, t, x) φτ,a(0, t, x) φ0,a(0, t, x) θ(0, t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × RN.









As a → +∞, one may assume, up to extraction, that φτ,a,a converges to some function φ in C2,1,2loc (R × R × RN).
This function is periodic in (t, x), nondecreasing in z and satisfies:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Lφ = f (t, x,φ),
φ is periodic in (t, x),




(0,1)×(0,T )×C φ(z, t, x) dz dt dx = θ
−
2 .
Define φ±(t, x) = limz→±∞ φ(z, t, x). Using Hypothesis 1, one can prove that φ+ ≡ p and φ− ≡ 0.
All the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5 are now satisfied and thus one can assume, up to extraction, that φ converges
to some function φ in L1loc(R × R × RN) such that⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂tφ − ∇ ·
(
A(t, x)∇φ)− eA(t, x)e∂zzφ − ∇ · (A(t, x)e∂zφ)
− ∂z
(
eA(t, x)∇φ)+ q(t, x) · ∇φ + q(t, x) · e∂zφ + c∂zφ = f (t, x,φ),
φ is periodic in (t, x),








Proposition 4.6 gives that {
φ(z, t, x) → 0 as z → −∞,
φ(z, t, x)− p(t, x) → 0 as z → +∞.
Thus φ is the profile of a pulsating traveling front of speed c and the proof is done for all c > c∗e (A,q, η). The proof
will be completed later in the case c = c∗e (A,q, η) (see Proposition 2.7). 
5.2. The case λ′1 = 0
In this section we prove Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Fix c > c∗(η). Take χ some smooth function such that χ(s) = 1 if s  0, χ(s) = 0 if s  1
and χ(s) > 0 if s ∈ (0,1). Set f(t, x, s) = f (t, x, s) + χ(s)s and η(t, x) = sup0<s<1 f(t,x,s)s . As (f)′u(t, x,0) =






)= − < 0.
For  > 0 small enough, η is close to η and thus c∗(η) is close to c∗(η). Notice that this quantity is finite since,
as k0(A,q, η) = λ′1(A,q, η) = 0, one has:
−kλ
λ
= −kλ − k0
λ
−∂λk0,
using the concavity of λ 
→ kλ. This gives c∗(η)−∂λk0(A,q, η).
Lastly, for all  > 0, the function f satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1.7. Thus it satisfies Hypothesis 1.
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φ(z, t, x) dz dt dx = |C|T2 .
The estimates that were used in the proof of Proposition 4.5 were locally uniform in f and then the sequence (φ) is
uniformly bounded in W 1,1loc (R×R×RN). Thus one can assume, up to extraction, that this sequence converges almost
everywhere and in L1loc(R × R × RN) to a function φ. This function is a weak solution of Eq. (7). Using a similar
method as in the proof of Proposition 4.6, we can prove that the good asymptotic behaviors hold when z → ±∞. 
In order to prove Proposition 2.5, we begin with the following lemma, which is an extension of Proposition 2.13
of [31]:




∣∣ ∃φ ∈ C1,2(R × RN )∩W 1,∞(R × RN ), φ > 0 and Lφ  λφ in R × RN}. (55)
Proof. We forget the dependence in (A,q,μ) to simplify the notations and we set λ′′1 the right member of (55). Taking
ϕ0 a periodic principal eigenfunction associated with k0 and using it as a test-function in (55), one immediately gets
λ′′1  k0. Next, take λ < k0 and assume that there exists a function φ ∈ C1,2(R × RN) ∩ W 1,∞(R × RN) such that φ
is positive and satisfies Lφ  λφ. We now search for a contradiction in order to prove that such a λ does not exist and
that λ′′1  k0.
Set γ = supR×RN φϕ0 , where ϕ0 is some space–time periodic eigenfunction associated with k0. Then 0 < γ < ∞
and one can define z = γ ϕ0 − φ. This function is nonnegative and inf z = 0. Set  = (k0 − λ)minϕ0 > 0. One has
(L− λ)(z) γ .
Consider a nonnegative function θ ∈ C2(R × RN) that satisfies:
θ(0,0) = 0, lim|t |+|x|→+∞ θ(t, x) = 1, ‖θ‖C1,2 < ∞.
There exists κ > 0 sufficiently large such that
∀(s, y) ∈ R × RN, (L− λ)(τs,yθ) > −κγ /2,
where we denote τs,yθ = θ(.− s, .− y).
Since inf z = 0, one can find some (t0, x0) ∈ R × RN such that









where ‖μ‖∞ = +∞ if μ ≡ 0. Since lim|t |+|x|→+∞ θ(t, x) = 1, there exists a positive constant R such that
τt0,x0θ(t, x)/κ > z(t0, x0) if |t − t0| + |x − x0|  R. Consequently, setting z˜ = z + τt0,x0θ(t, x)/κ , one finds for all|t − t0| + |x − x0|R, that
z˜(t, x) τt0,x0θ(t, x)/κ > z(t0, x0) = z˜(t0, x0).
Hence, if α = infR×RN z˜, this infimum is reached in BR(t0, x0). Moreover,
α  z˜(t0, x0) = z(t0, x0) < γ 2‖μ‖∞ .
One can compute:
(L− λ)(z˜ − α) = (L− λ)(z)+ 1
κ
(L− λ)(τt0,x0θ(t, x))−μ(t, x)α + λα
> γ  − γ 
2
− ‖μ− λ‖∞α > 0,
for all (t, x) ∈ BR(x0). Thus, the strong maximum principle yields that z˜(t, x) = α for all t > t0 and x ∈ RN , which
contradicts (L− λ)(z˜ − α) > 0. 
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f (t, x, s) η(t, x)s for all (t, x, s) ∈ R × RN × R+, one has:
∂tu− ∇ · (A∇u)+ q · ∇u = f (t, x,u) η(t, x)u.
As u is positive and bounded, one can use u as a test function in (55). This gives λ′1(A,q, η) 0, which is a contra-
diction. 
5.3. Existence of a minimal speed
We now investigate the set:
C = {c ∈ R, there exists some pulsating traveling front of speed c}.
In order to end the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 and to prove the existence of a minimal speed, it is only left to prove
Proposition 2.7, which yields that C is closed.
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Consider a sequence cn ∈ C which converges to some speed c∞. For all n, there exists a
profile φn that satisfies Eq. (7) associated with the speed cn. Up to some translation in z, one can assume that for all n,∫
(0,1)×(0,T )×C
φn(z, t, x) dz dt dx = minR×RN p2 .
Proposition 4.5 yields that the sequence (φn) is uniformly bounded in W 1,1loc (R × R × RN). Thus one can assume, up
to extraction, that this sequence converges almost everywhere and in L1loc(R×R×RN) to a function φ. This function
is a weak solution of Eq. (7) with c = c∞. Using a similar method as in the proof of Proposition 4.6, we can prove
that the good asymptotic behaviors hold when z → ±∞. 
End of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorems 2.1 or 2.3, Proposition 2.7 can be
applied and thus the set C is closed. We also know that C contains the half-line (c∗e (A,q, η),+∞). This gives the
existence of a pulsating traveling front of speed c = c∗e (A,q,μ) in Theorem 2.1 and of a pulsating traveling front of
speed c = c∗e (A,q, η) in Theorem 2.3. 
We also easily get Theorem 2.6 from this proposition:
Proof of Theorem 2.6. We set c∗e = infC. Theorem 2.3 yields that this set is not empty and contains the half-line
(c∗e (A,q, η),+∞). Proposition 2.2, which will be proved in Section 7, gives that it is bounded from below by
c∗e (A,q,μ). Thus the infimum is well defined and
c∗e (A,q,μ) c∗e  c∗e (A,q, η).
Proposition 2.7 yields that C is closed and thus this infimum is in fact a minimum, that is, there exists a pulsating
traveling front of speed c∗e . This ends the proof. 
6. Regularity of the pulsating traveling fronts
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.8. We assume that f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6, in
particular that s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is nonincreasing, and we prove some uniform estimates in W 1,∞ which guarantee that
the profile φ we construct is Lipschitz continuous in z. We begin with the following lemma, which is of independent
interest and which is true even if f is not of KPP type:





= λc or Λc.
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φ
















∇ · (A∇v) = ∂z∇ · (A∇φ)
φ












This computations yield that
∂tv − ∇ · (A∇v)− 2eA∇∂zv − eAe(1 + )∂zzv + q · ∇v + c∂zv
+ 2∇φ
φ







= ∂z(f (t, x,φ))
φ









v  0. (57)
Next, set m = lim supz→−∞,(t,x)∈R×RN ∂zφφ and consider a sequence (zn, tn, xn) such that v(zn, tn, xn) → m and
zn → −∞. For all n, there exists some tn ∈ TZ and xn ∈∏Ni=1 LiZ such that sn = tn − tn ∈ [0, T ] and yn = xn −





t, x, φ˜nφ(zn, tn, xn)
)
. (58)
The Schauder estimates yield that one may assume, up to extraction, that φ˜n converges to some function φ˜∞ in
C2,1,2loc (R × R × RN) as n → +∞, which is a solution of the linear equation:
Lφ˜∞ = μ(t, x)φ˜∞, (59)
where μ(t, x) = f ′u(t, x,0) since φ(zn, tn, xn) → 0 as n → +∞. As φ˜∞(0, s∞, y∞) = 1 and φ˜∞ is nonnegative, the
strong maximum principle and the periodicity yield that φ˜∞ is positive.
Next, define vn(z, t, x) = v(z+ zn, t, x), this function satisfies Eq. (57), where φ(z, t, x) is replaced by φ(z+ zn,
t, x). Thus the Schauder estimates yield that the sequence (vn)n converges, up to extraction, to a function v∞ that
satisfies:
∂tv − ∇ · (A∇v)− 2eA∇∂zv − eAe(1 + )∂zzv + q · ∇v + c∂zv
+ 2∇φ
φ






eA∇v = 0. (60)
Furthermore, we know from the definition of m that v∞  m and that v∞(0, s∞, y∞) = m. Thus the strong
parabolic maximum principle and the periodicity yield that v∞ ≡ m on R × R × RN .
As ∂zφ˜n
φ˜n
= vn for all n, one has ∂zφ˜∞
φ˜∞
≡ m and thus φ˜∞ can be written φ˜∞(z, t, x) = ϕ(t, x)emz, where ϕ is periodic
in t and x and positive. Reporting this in (59), one gets:
Lmφ +mcϕ − m2ϕ = 0.
Thus ϕ is some space–time periodic principal eigenfunction associated with km and km + mc − m2 = 0. Thus we
proved in Proposition 3.2 that this implies m = λc(μ) or m = Λc(μ). 
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→ f (t, x, s)/s is nonincreasing for all (t, x) ∈ R×RN and c > c∗(μ), then the derivatives
(∂zφ)>0 are uniformly bounded in L∞(R × R × RN).
Remark. This proof is not available if s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is not nondecreasing. Actually, we need a sign for the zero
order term of Eq. (57). For example, taking c large does not help.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. We now from the proof of the previous lemma that the function v = ∂zφ
φ
satisfies (57). As
f ′u(t, x,φ(z, t, x))φ  f (t, x,φ(z, t, x)) for all (z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN since s 
→ f (t, x, s)/s is nonincreasing, the
weak maximum principle and the periodicity yield that
0 v(z, t, x) max
(t,x)∈R×RN
{
v(−a, t, x), v(a, t, x)}. (61)
As φ is nondecreasing to p as z → +∞ and as it satisfies a parabolic equation, the Schauder estimates yield that
∂zφ → 0 as z → +∞. Thus v(a, t, x) → 0 as a → +∞ uniformly with respect to (t, x) ∈ R × RN . Furthermore,
Lemma 6.1 gives that lim supz→+∞,(t,x)∈R×RN v(−a, t, x)  Λc and this quantity is uniformly bounded by some
constant Rc which does not depend on  from Proposition 3.3.
Thus the right-hand side of (61) is uniformly bounded with respect to  and a by a positive constant Rc. Finally,
for all (z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN , we have:
0 ∂zφ(z, t, x)Rc‖p‖∞. 
We are now able to prove Theorem 2.8.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. It is only left to prove that one can modify the proof of Theorem 2.1 in order to get a Lipschitz
continuous profile φ. First, assume that c > c∗(μ). Fix a compact set K ⊂ R and let:
Φ :K → L2per
(
R × RN ),
z 
→ ((t, x) 
→ φ(z, t, x)),
where L2per(R × RN) is the space of the functions that are space–time periodic and that belong to L2loc(R × RN).
Propositions 6.2 and 4.5 yield that for all z ∈ K , the family (Φ(z))>0 is uniformly bounded in H 1per(R × RN).
Hence (Φ(z))>0 is relatively compact in L2per(R × RN) for all z ∈ K .
Moreover, Proposition 6.2 yields that the family (Φ)>0 is equicontinuous. The Ascoli theorem gives that it is
a relatively compact family and thus we can assume that it converges to some Φ ∈ C0(K,L2per(R × RN)) as  → 0.
Using a diagonal extraction process, we can assume that φ → φ in C0loc(R,L2per(R×RN)) as  → 0, where φ(z, ·, ·) =
Φ(z). As the estimate given by Proposition 6.2 is uniform in z ∈ R, φ belongs to W 1,∞(R,L2per(R × RN)).
Setting u(y, t, x) = φ(y + x · e + ct, t, x) ∈ W 1,∞(R,L2per(R×RN)), one gets a parametrized family of functions
uy : (t, x) 
→ u(y, t, x) such that for all y, uy satisfies (3) in the sense of distribution since φ satisfies (7) and y 
→ uy is
continuous. Thus for all y, uy ∈ C1,2(R×RN) from the Schauder parabolic estimates. Thus φ is Lipschitz continuous
with respect to (z, t, x) ∈ R × R × RN .
If c = c∗(μ), we consider a sequence (cn)n as in the proof of Proposition 2.7. As the estimates of Proposition 6.2
are uniform with respect to the sequence (cn)n, the sequence of profiles associated with the speeds (cn)n is uniformly
bounded in appropriate norms and one can pass to the limit as previously. This gives a Lipschitz continuous pulsating
traveling front of speed c∗(μ). 
7. Spreading properties
We now prove the spreading properties for front-like initial data. The aim of this section is also to get the nonexis-
tence Theorem 2.2.
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solution ψ ∈ C1,2(R,RN) of :⎧⎨
⎩
∂tψ − ∇ · (A∇ψ)− 2λeA∇ψ + q · ∇ψ −
(
λ2eAe − λc + λ∇ · (Ae)+μ− λq · e)ψ = 0,
ψ is periodic in (t, x),
Re(ψ) > 0.
(62)
Proof. Set λ∗ = λc∗e (A,q,μ). The family of operators Lλ depends analytically on λ, in the sense of Kato. From the
Kato–Rellich theorem [23], there exists a neighborhood V of λ∗ in C, such that there exists a simple eigenvalue k˜λ(μ)
continuing kλ(μ) on all V analytically and a family of eigenfunctions ψλ analytic in λ, where ψλ∗ is the positive
principal eigenfunction associated with c∗e (A,q,μ).
Set Fc(λ) = k˜λ(μ) + λc. This function is analytic in λ and converges locally uniformly to Fc∗e (A,q,μ) as
c → c∗e (A,q,μ). As Fc∗e (A,q,μ)(λ∗) = 0, the Rouché theorem yields that there exists some neighborhood V of
c∗e (A,q,μ) such that for all c ∈ V , there exists some λc ∈ C such that Fc(λc) = 0 and λc → λ∗ as c → c∗e (A,q,μ).
Using the classical Schauder estimates, one can prove that ψλc → ψλ∗ uniformly in t and x. Thus Re(ψλc ) →
ψλ∗ > 0 and taking V small enough, we can assume that Re(ψλc) > 0 for all c ∈ V . Lastly, if c < c∗e (A,q,μ), it is
impossible to have λc ∈ R. Otherwise, this would contradict the definition of c∗e (A,q,μ). This ends the proof of the
lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 2.9. First, we assume that c′ < c < c∗e (A,q,μ). We know that c∗(μ− δ) → c∗(μ) as δ → 0, so
that one can fix δ > 0 such that c < c∗(μ− δ) < c∗(μ). As f is of class C1 in R×RN × [0, β] for a given positive β ,
there exists a positive constant  such that
∀(t, x, s) ∈ R × RN × [0, ], f (t, x, s) (μ(t, x)− δ)s.
We set ψ associated with c given by Lemma 7.1 and we consider the function:










λi(x · e + ct)
)+ψi sin(λi(x · e + ct))], (64)
where ψi,ψr, λi, λr denote the imaginary and real parts of λ and ψ . For all n ∈ Z, if (e · x + ct) = 2nπ/λi , then
w0(t, x) > 0. Similarly, for all n ∈ Z, if (e · x + ct) = (2n+ 1)π/λi , then w0(t, x) < 0. Thus, it follows from (64) that
there exists an interval [b1, b2] ⊂ R and an unbounded domain D ⊂ R × RN such that⎧⎨
⎩
D ⊂ {(t, x) ∈ R × RN, x · e + ct ∈ [b1, b2]},
0 <w0(t, x) < , for all (t, x) ∈ D,
w0(t, x) = 0, for (t, x) ∈ ∂D.
(65)
Set w the function:
w(t, x) =
{
w0(t, x) if (t, x) ∈ D,
0 otherwise.
(66)
This function satisfies the inequation:
∂tw − ∇ · (A∇w)+ q · ∇w = (μ− δ)w  f (t, x,w) for all (t, x) ∈ D.
Assume first that u0(x) = w(0, x). In this case the parabolic maximum principle yields that u w. Set v(t, x) =
u(t, x − cte), B(t, x) = A(t, x − cte), r(t, x) = q(t, x − cte) and g(t, x, s) = f (t, x − cte, s). The function v is the
solution of:
∂tv − ∇ ·
(
B(t, x)∇v)− r(t, x) · ∇v = g(t, x, v) in R × RN.
Moreover, B , r and g are almost periodic in (t, x) ∈ R×RN . That is, for any sequence (tn, xn) in R×RN , there exists
a subsequence (tn′ , xn′) such that the sequences (B(t + tn′ , x + xn′))n′ , (r(t + tn′ , x + xn′))n′ and (g(t + tn′, x + xn′))n′
converge uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × RN and locally uniformly in s  0.
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∂tvn − ∇ ·
(
B(t + sn, x)∇vn
)+ r(t + sn, x) · ∇vn − ce · ∇vn = g(t + sn, x, vn) in [−tn,+∞)× RN.
Up to extraction, one may assume that (B(t + tn, x))n, (r(t + tn, x))n and (g(t + tn, x))n converge uniformly in
(t, x) ∈ R×RN and locally uniformly in s  0 to some B∞, r∞ and g∞ as n → +∞. The classical Schauder estimates
then yield that one may find a subsequence (vn′) that uniformly converges on any compact subset to a function v∞ in
C1,2loc (R × RN). The function v∞ is nonnegative and satisfies:
∂tv∞ − ∇ ·
(
B∞(t, x)∇v∞
)+ r∞(t, x) · ∇v∞ − ce · ∇v∞ = g∞(t, x, v∞) in R × RN.
Furthermore, for all n, one has:
vn(t, x) = u
(















)+ψi(t + tn, x − c(t + tn)e) sin(λi(x · e))].
Thus, taking x0 = 2nπλi e and using the positivity and the periodicity of ψr , one gets infn∈N inft∈R vn(t, x0) > 0, which
yields that inft∈R v∞(t, x0) > 0. The Krylov–Safonov–Harnack inequality yields that inf(t,x)∈R×C v∞(t, x) > 0. As
vn is periodic in x for all n, the function v∞ is also periodic in x and then inf(t,x)∈R×RN v∞(t, x) > 0. Hypothesis 1
then yields that v∞(t, x) = limn′→+∞ p(t + tn′ , x − c(t + tn′)e) and thus,
vn′(t, x)− p
(
t + tn′ , x − c(t + tn′)e
)→ 0,
as n′ → +∞, uniformly on every compact subset. Finally, the classical procedure yields that:
u(t, x − cte)− p(t, x − cte) → 0 as t → +∞ (67)
uniformly on any compact subset.
To sum up, we have constructed an initial datum w(0, .) with compact support such that the solution u associated
with this initial datum satisfies (67). Furthermore, multiplying the function ψ by a positive constant, one can take an
arbitrary small supremum norm for w(0, ·). Applying the maximum principle, we generalize this result to any initial
datum u0 such that there exists (a1, a2) ∈ R2 such that infx·e∈[a1,a2] u0(x) > 0. 
Next, we prove the result for any speed −c∗−e(A,q,μ) < c < c∗e (A,q,μ). Set:
Ω = {(t, x) ∈ R+ × RN, a1 − c∗−e(A,q,μ)t  x · e a2 + c∗e (A,q,μ)t}.
One has infa1x·ea2 u0(x) > 0. The previous case yields that u(t, x − cte)− p(t, x − cte) → 0 as t → +∞ when c
is close to c∗e (A,q,μ) and u(t, x + cte)− p(t, x + cte) → 0 as t → +∞ when c is close to −c∗−e(A,q,μ), where p
is positive and periodic in t and x. Thus there exists some  > 0 such that for all (t, x) ∈ ∂Ω,u(t, x) > . We need a
modified maximum principle in order to get an estimate in the whole set Ω . As Ω is not a cylinder, we cannot apply
the classical weak maximum principle. In fact, it is possible to extend this maximum principle to the cone Ω and there
is no particular issue but, by sake of completeness, we prove that this extension works well here:
Lemma 7.2. Assume that z satisfies:{
∂t z − ∇ · (A∇z)+ q · ∇z + bz 0 in Ω,
z 0 in ∂Ω,
where b is a bounded continuous function. then one has z 0 in Ω .
Proof. Assume first that b > 0. Set Ωτ = Ω ∩ {t  τ } and assume that there exists (t, x) ∈ Ωτ such that z(t, x) < 0.
Take (t0, x0) ∈ Ωτ such that z(t0, x0) = min(t,x)∈Ωτ z(t, x) < 0. One necessarily has (t0, x0) ∈ Ωτ and thus,
∇z(t0, x0) = 0, ∇ · (A∇z)(t0, x0) 0, b(t0, x0)z(t0, x0) < 0.
This leads to:
∂t z(t0, x0) > 0.
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t0 > 0, for  small enough, one has (t0 − , x0) ∈ Ω . Thus it is possible to differentiate the inequality, which gives
∂t z(t0, x0) 0. This is a contradiction. Thus for all τ > 0, one has minΩτ z 0 and then z 0 in Ω .
If b is not positive, set z1(t, x) = e−(‖b‖∞+1)t z(t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ Ω . This function satisfies:
∂t z1 − ∇ · (A∇z1)+ q · z1 +
(




∂t z − ∇ · (A∇z)+ q · z + bz
)
e−(‖b‖∞+1)t  0,
and for all (t, x) ∈ ∂Ω , one has z1(t, x) 0. As b + ‖b‖∞ + 1 > 0, the first case yields that z1  0 and then z  0.
This ends the proof. 
In order to apply this lemma, take ψ = ψ0 a periodic principal eigenfunction associated with L0 such that
‖ψ‖∞ < . Set z = u − ψ and b(t, x) = f (t,x,u)−f (t,x,ψ)u−ψ . As f is Lipschitz continuous in u uniformly in (t, x),
the function b is bounded. The function z satisfies the equation:
∂t z − ∇ · (A∇z)+ q · z − bz = 0.
Thus, the hypothesis of the previous lemma are satisfied and one has z 0, that is, uψ in Ω .
Take now c ∈ (−c∗−e(A,q,μ), c∗e (A,q,μ)), as (t, x − cte) ∈ Ω , one has:
inf
t∈R+, x∈RN
u(t, x − cte) .
Take tn → ∞ and set vn(t, x) = u(t + tn, x − c(t + tn)e), up to extraction, one may assume that vn converge to a
function v∞ in C1,2loc (R × RN). The function v∞ is an entire bounded solution of an equation of type (3) and satisfies
infR×RN v∞   > 0. Furthermore, it is periodic in x. Hypothesis 1 yields that v∞ ≡ p. The classical extraction
arguments concludes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Assume that such a pulsating traveling front u of speed c < c∗(μ) does exists and set φ
its profile. Up to some shift of φ in z, we can assume that u satisfies (3). Then as φ(x · e + ct, t, x) − p(t, x) → 0
uniformly in x as t → +∞ and p is a positive periodic function, u(t, x) = φ(x · e + ct, t, x) satisfies the hypothesis
of Proposition 2.9. Thus, taking c′ ∈ (c, c∗e (A,q,μ)) such that c′  c∗∗(μ), one gets:
u(t, x − c′te)− p(t, x) = φ(x · e − (c′ − c)te, t, x − c′te)− p(t, x) → 0 as t → +∞.
In the other hand, as c′ − c > 0, one has φ(x · e − (c′ − c)te, t, x − c′te) → 0 as t → +∞, uniformly in x. As p is
positive, this gives a contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 2.10. Take u0 an initial datum that satisfies the hypotheses and c′ ∈ (c∗e (A,q, η), c). Set
v(t, x) = ψλc′ (η)(t, x)eλc′ (η)(x·e+c
′t)
, where ψλc′ (η) is the periodic principal eigenvalue normalized by ‖ψλc′ ‖∞ = 1.
Since c′ > c∗(η), one has λc′(η) < λc
∗(η)(η) and then the hypotheses yield that there exist two positive constants A,C
such that
u0(x) Cv(0, x) if x · e < −A.
Thus, as one can increase C, for all x ∈ RN , one has u0(x) Cv(0, x). The function Cv is a subsolution of Eq. (3)
and the maximum principle thus gives u(t, x) Cv(t, x) for all (t, x).
Finally, one has:
u(t, x − cte) Ceλc′ (η)(x·e+(c′−c)t) → 0 as t → +∞,
uniformly in x · e−B . 
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